For charged-particle induced reactions occurring in astrophysical scenarios, projectile energies are usually well below the Coulomb barrier of the reacting system. Hence, extremely small cross section reactions pose a difficult task for laboratory measurements. Most commonly, these energy-dependent cross sections are studied by detecting the emitted prompt gamma rays following the de-excitation of the produced compound nucleus. In this work we propose an alternative way for the measurement of the extremely small cross sections of the 25 Mg(p,γ) 26 Al resonant reaction, namely the use of the Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) technique.
I Introduction
In the understanding of the nucleosynthesis of the elements in stars, one of the most important quantities is the reaction rate. This quantity must be evaluated in terms of the stellar temperature T, and its determination involves the knowledge of the excitation function σ(E) of the specific nuclear reaction leading to the final nucleus. The particular case of proton capture reactions plays an important role in stellar process of intermediate-mass elements.
In several cases, the formation of a compound nucleus is dominated by a resonant process: the entrance channel, formed by a projectile P impinging on a target nucleus A, evolves into an excited state of a compound nucleus B = P + A, which ultimately decays into lower-lying states with the subsequent emission of gamma rays. This process occurs at well-defined center of mass (CM) energies, E CM = E X − Q, where E X is the energy of the excited states of the compound nucleus B and Q is the Q-value of the reaction [1] . In a stellar environment, the reaction rate per particle pair is calculated as [2] 
where σ is the energy-dependent reaction cross section, v the relative velocity between the reacting particles and φ(v) is the velocity distribution of these particles in the stellar plasma. Nuclei participating in thermonuclear reactions can be considered as non-relativistic and non-degenerate ones, therefore, their velocities v (and hence their energies E) follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution,
where E = 1 2 mv 2 represents the kinetic energy of the nucleus with mass m, and T refers to the temperature of the gas. This distribution reaches a maximum value at E = kT. The second term defining the reaction rate is the cross section for the compound nucleus formation. This can be described by three factors: a geometrical one, σ = πλ / 2 ∝ E −1 ; a second one resembling the exponential behavior for tunneling through a Coulomb barrier, σ ∝ exp(−Z P Z A e 2 / v); and finally by a nuclear S-factor, S(E), which depicts the specific nuclear characteristics of the particular reaction. Therefore, the reaction rate per particle pair can also be expressed as
where µ is the reduced mass and Z P and Z A are the atomic numbers of projectile and target, respectively. The exponential term, product of the tunneling probability and the energy distribution of the projectiles, results in the so-called Gamow peak [2] , which is centered at
and is characterized by a width of
In case of non-resonant reactions (direct capture), the factor S(E) varies slowly with energy and the energy dependence of the reaction rate is therefore characterized only by the Gamow peak. For narrow resonances instead (where, e.g., the total width Γ = Γ P + Γ γ is much smaller than the resonant energy E R ), which is the case of the 25 Mg(p,γ) 26 Al resonances, the energy dependence of the cross section can be described by the Breit-Wigner expression
where λ denotes the wavelength of the projectile and ω is a statistical factor which depends on the spins of projectile (J P ) and target nucleus (J A ) as well as on the angular momentum J of the excited state in the compound nucleus,
Using the Breit-Wigner formula for the cross section, the stellar reaction rate per particle pair yields
where ωγ = ωΓ P Γ γ /Γ is the resonance strength. In nuclear astrophysics experiments resonance strengths are usually determined through the on-line detection of the gamma-ray emitted by the reaction products. For the case of a thick target (energy loss much larger than the resonance width) the reaction yield Y is proportional to the resonance strength, which can be obtained as [2] 
where M and m are the masses of the target and projectile respectively, n the atomic density and dE/dx the stopping power.
Due to the barrier penetration factor, the reaction cross section drops exponentially and, hence, the strengths decrease very rapidly with decreasing resonance energy E R . Therefore, an experimental determination of such weak resonances requires high beam intensities and, if gammadetection techniques are applied, an effective suppression of background radiation, too. Effects of cosmic rays within the detector material or cosmic-ray interaction in passiveshielding material around the detectors restrain the lowenergy studies of thermonuclear reactions in the laboratory, since an ubiquitous background level may exceed considerably the reaction-induced counting rate.
In this work we propose to overcome some of such problems arising from the low counting rate, by using the extremely high sensitivity of the accelerator mass spectrometry technique (AMS) for the detection of small amounts of long-lived radioisotopes. In particular, we want to address the stellar occurrence of the 25 Mg(p,γ) capture reaction leading to 26 Al. The interest in the study of 26 Al nucleosynthesis processes has two milestones: On the one side, the discovery of a 26 Mg excess in the Allende meteorite, which was interpreted as an evidence for the live β-decay of 26 Al [3] . The cosmologically short half-life of 26 Al g provides a date for the creation of the anomalous material. The other outstanding event was the detection of the 1.806 MeV γ-ray emission by γ-ray telescopes and the subsequent mapping of 26 Al material within the interstellar medium of our Galaxy [4] . 
II The

Astrophysical sources of
26 Al production within our Galaxy are not well established. Possible production sites are supernovae, novae or massive stars (in the Asymptotic Giant Branch or in the Wolf Rayet phases). The proton temperature of supernovae or novae is in the order of T = 2×10 8 K, whereas in massive stars hydrogen burning occurs at temperatures around T = 5 × 10 7 K [5] . These temperatures correspond to proton energies of around 200 keV and 100 keV, respectively (see Eq. 4). Hence, solving the controversy concerning potential production sites of 26 Al demands a precise determination of the production rate for the capture reaction 25 Mg(p, γ) over the above-mentioned proton energies.
The Coulomb barrier for the p+ 25 Mg reaction in the center-of-mass system is 2860 keV, i.e. the energies of interest are well below it. Within this range, the 25 Mg(p, γ) reaction is dominated by the production through narrow resonances, which correspond to states near the proton threshold in the compound nucleus (Q = 6307 keV), see Fig. 2 . The 25 Mg(p, γ) 26 Al reaction was studied at proton energies down to 198 keV by means of the prompt γ-ray detection technique [7, 8] , see Table I . This lower value of the projectile energy matches to a resonant state located at E x = 6496 keV. Resonances below this level (existing at 6436, 6415, 6399, 6364, and 6343 keV) could not be measured by this technique. Their strengths were, instead, estimated from spectroscopic factors provided by the 25 Mg( 3 He, d) 26 Al reaction [9, 10] . Therefore, 25 Mg(p,γ)
26 Al measurements were done only for resonant states populated in supernova or nova events and no direct information is available for those resonance strengths which determine the hydrostatic hydrogen burning in massive stars. 25 Mg target foils are bombarded with highintensity low-energy proton beams. The 26 Al ions produced by this reaction are stopped and collected in the foil. After the irradiation, these targets are chemically processed in order to be used as sample material in an ion source. In this way, small amounts of produced 26 Al nuclei can be detected by means of the AMS technique at the Munich MP tandem accelerator.
It should be noted that in this procedure we measure the production of the 26 Al in its ground state, which is the actual source of the 1.806 MeV gamma ray and, therefore, the main issue of astrophysical interest. The produced 26 Al nuclei in the isomeric state decay to 26 Mg before the AMS measurement takes place. In the following we will discuss in more detail the relevant steps in this procedure, such as target construction, proton beam energy, chemical treatment of the Mg-targets and the AMS measurement itself.
The projectile energy is chosen such that all protons meet the resonant energy within the target thickness, taking into account the energy loss and dispersion due to straggling of protons in the target material. The targets themselves are made of 25 MgO (enriched to 93%), evaporated on a glasscarbon backing. MgO is chemically more stable than atomic magnesium and it has a lower sputtering rate when bombarded by low-energy protons. Due to the same sputtering considerations a large target area (4 × 4 cm 2 ) is used. ions. This allows isobar separation by means of a gas-filled magnet. Finally the 26 Al ions were identified by their position, residual energy, differential energy losses and incident angle with a gas ionization chamber placed at the exit of the magnet [12] .
Up to now, resonances corresponding to proton energies of E P = 434 keV, 389 keV and 316 keV have been measured [13] . Our results are in good agreement with the values measured by the on-line gamma-detection technique (see fig. 3 ). Measurements for further resonances, among them one at 96 keV, are planned for the near future. 
IV Conclusions
Summarizing, we expect that the ultra high sensitivity of AMS will allow us to overcome some of difficulties arising from the gamma background of on-line determination of extremely low cross sections. This method was proven by measuring resonances at 434, 389 and 316 keV for the 25 Mg(p,γ) 26 Al reaction. However, in order to address the main question of this study, whether the 26 Al production stems from nova or from AGB or Wolf-Rayet stars, cross sections for lower proton energies have to be determined experimentally. For this reason, measurements of this reaction cross section down to 96 keV are in progress.
